
An Amazing Day! 
 

A Guide for WATT Handicappers 
 
The Winning at the Track Online Interactive Program is unique because it allows 
users to selectively “tweak” the data input periodically and form an opinion based on 
some common sense handicapping.  The WATT program can be a valuable tool when 
the user understands the data and its sources.  Here are 8 races at Turf Paradise 
on February 23, 2015.  On this day, the average exacta paid only $38.  But this was 
a highly profitable card because the exacta appeared within the Best-3 PM ratings 
75% of the time.  And 7 trifectas were hit on an 8-race card, which is quite unusual. 
 

 
 
There are two things that can be gleaned from this experience.  First, finding a key 
horse is important in “stick-out” races where one or two horses have a talent gap 
over the remainder of the field.  And, second, handicapping is anything but a random 
experience.  Yet, on the other hand, Race 3 illustrates what can happen when one or 
two horses in the race fail to perform as expected.  Horse racing is not without risk. 
 
Recently, the author’s proprietary calculation, the WATT Wizard Selection, was added 
as a new feature to the Winning at the Track online program. This terrific addition 
is accurate quite often, but it correctly identified a key horse only 6 out of 8 times, 
missing races 3 and 8.  The program’s Contender Selection correctly identified a key 
horse 7 out of 8.  Combined, these two picks created an exacta twice.  So, even with 
these different methods, it can still be said that handicapping is an art, not a science. 
 
Finally, it is worth noting that a handicapper is better served when the field is larger 
than five horses.  Is it possible to make a decent profit with a smaller field?  Yes, but 
as a general rule, it should be six or more.  



In most cases, the numbers and the rankings of the contenders do not change much 
when the numbers are selectively “tweaked.”  However, when changes are needed it 
can add to the confidence of the handicap.  And, remember, any horse can be 3rd. 
 
As an example, on this card, the ranking of the “raw data” for the 4th race was 6-1-3.  
This was 1-mile contest on the grass when dirt and turf lines can be used without 
concern.  However, in this case, Santa Anita has a 6½-furlong downhill course on the 
grass, which can make most comparisons misleading for handicappers.  So, if every 
“About 6½-furlong Turf)” pp lines is removed from the history of each affected horse 
(i.e., #1 and #3 in this case), the new ranking became 6-1-7, while the pacesetter 
was still #1.  At the wire, the outcome was 1-7-2, which was no surprise. 
 

 
 
When handicapping older horses that have History Worksheets with many pp lines, 
the Race Minimum is useful.  The Pace Analyst creates a Minimum Late Speed figure 
and any horse matching this number can be considered a very serious contender.  In 
Race 6, both exacta horses (#1 and #8) showed high Race Minimum totals.   This 
analysis depends more on distance comparisons in the case of lightly raced horses. 
 

 



 
Race 1 – 1 mile Turf 

 

 
6-2 Exacta  $14.40 

6-2-1 Trifecta  $36.40 
(Key #2) 

 
 
 

Race 2 – 6½f 
 

 
2-1 Exacta  $22.00 

2-1-3 Trifecta  $81.00 
(Key #2) 

 
 



Race 3 – 5f 
 

 
7-3 Exacta  $68.80 

7-3-2 Trifecta  $176.70 
(Key #4) 

 
 
 

Race 4 - 1 mile Turf 
 

 
1-7 Exacta  $33.80 

1-7-2 Trifecta  $78.00 
(Key #1) 

 
 
 



Race 5 - 6½f 
 

 
2-8 Exacta  $34.00 

2-8-7 Trifecta  $515.40 
(Key #8) 

 
 
 

Race 6  - 6f 
 

 
1-8 Exacta  $81.80 

1-8-5 Trifecta  $402.80 
(Key #8) 

 
 
 



Race 7 - 5½f 
 

 
2-1 Exacta  $17.00 

2-1-6 Trifecta  $44.20 
(Key #2) 

 
 
 

Race 8 – 5f 
 

 
4-2- Exacta  $35.00 

4-2-1 Trifecta  $187.00 
(Key #4) 

 
 
 



Summary 
 
Winning at the Track is a practical, easy-to-use, and reliable tool for serious racing 
enthusiasts.  After 30 years and many thousands of races, it has been shown that a 
key horse for wagering can be found within the Best-2 PM Ratings 72% of the time 
and within the Best-3 at least 85% of the time.  The results shown here were better 
than average.  However, by applying this proven interactive program, and a little 
handicapping logic, it is possible to enjoy a profitable day of horse racing.  
 
This short report was written primarily for existing and prospective online members 
to illustrate some applications of the program.  Additional operating details can be 
found in another e-Report entitled Handicapping Tips from the WATT Wizard located 
on the “Tips ‘n Touts” page at HorseRacingUSA.com. 

 

 
 
 
The annual cost for accessing this interactive program 24/7 is modest.  To become a 
member, simply register on the website, call the Publisher to have your order 
processed, and your new Account File Bank will then be activated immediately. 
 
 
 

 
 

HorseRacingUSA.com 
 

Jeff Little, Publisher 
(954) 573-7236 
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